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“I care not for a man's 
religion whose dog and 

cat are not the better for 
it.”  

 

~ Abraham Lincoln 
1809-1865 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“The greatness of a 
nation and its moral 

progress  
can be judged by the 
ways its animals are 

treated “ 
 

~ Mahatma Gandhi 
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Executive Overview 

The Vaal de Grace Nature estate has a long history of discontent and confusion about 
keeping pets on the estate. A subcommittee was formed to thoroughly research the matter of 
domesticated animals; find the best solution for the nature estate; and by involving all 
residents, compile a strict set of rules to be enforced by the HOA.  

As such it was necessary to maintain a balanced view between: Moral & ethical matters- 
domesticating of animals can lead to neglect and inhumane conditions; Humanitarian matters- 
companionship, health matters & personal security and Environmental matters- protection of 
the natural environment like birds, animals & plants; limiting nuisance like noise, preventing 
messing, biting, and spreading of diseases. 

The policy principles are: 

1. To maintain and protect the natural environment on the estate. 

2. To ensure a tranquil environment to the residents i.e. low noise and nuisance value from 
residents, their pets and visitors. 

3. To maintain the safety of residents from criminals and predators (including pets). 

4. To develop and enforce strict rules.  

5. To develop cost effective measures for the implementation of rules. 

The only animals to be considered are: one small dog per resident, no cats will be allowed, 
2 caged birds (only budgies and canaries), aquarium fish, and creatures normally maintained in 
a terrarium or aquarium, subject to the Declaration, Bylaws, Rules, Regulations and Resolutions 
of the Landowners Association NPC ( Keeping and Controlling of Pets/2013 ). 

Some of the general rules include: 

 Dogs shall be sterilised and inoculated annually. 

 All pets must be registered with the TILOA office annually. 

 Licence fees need to be paid annually. 

 No dog shall be left unaccompanied for prolonged periods.  

 Pets must be carried, or on a leash and attended by a responsible person when leaving 

the property.  

 Dog owners must install a practical “enclosed area” such that the dog may be outside in 

close proximity to the house for periods to attend to natural functions.  

 Any waste deposited by the owner’s dog on any Common Area or upon any erf, shall be 

immediately removed by the owner and properly disposed of. 
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Maintaining a balanced view while 

sharing our world with domesticated 

animals

he Vaal de Grace Nature estate 
has a long history of discontent 
and confusion about keeping 
pets on the estate. Initially all 
pets were banned, and then 

some were allowed for a while, then all 
banned again. Current regulations make it 
unlawful to keep pets on the island, yet 
several people still keep pets.  

Some residents used the opportunity 
during the “open” period, while some 
obtained special permission to keep their 
pets. In spite of best efforts to please 
everyone, the pets issue has become an 
emotive one. While some residents are 
campaigning for their rights to keep pets, 
others want to see all pets removed. 

The inconsistency in the estate's policy 
regarding pets on the nature estate has 
divided a peaceful community. Last year the 
estate’s Board of Directors brought tempers 
to the boil when they allowed a pro-pet 
pressure group managed to put the matter 
onto the agenda, yet again 

Members of the current Board of 
Directors have decided that the pets issue 
needs to be put to rest once and for all. A 
subcommittee was formed to thoroughly 
research the matter of domesticated 
animals; find the best solution for the 
nature estate; and by involving all residents, 
compile a strict set of rules to be enforced 
by the HOA.  

In this regard, it is the Board’s task to 
ensure that a balanced view is maintained 
between: 
1. Moral & ethical matters- 

domesticating of animals can lead to 

neglect and inhumane conditions. 

2. Humanitarian matters- 

companionship, health matters & 

personal security. 

3. Environmental matters- protection of 

the natural environment like birds, 

animals & plants; limiting nuisance 

like noise, preventing messing, biting, 

and spreading of diseases. 

MORAL CONCERNS 

"Enlighten the people generally, and 
tyranny and oppression of body and 
mind will vanish like evil spirits at the 
dawn of day" -Thomas Jefferson. 

 

When it comes to humans’ relationship 
with animals, there are two distinct and 
opposing viewpoints. The first is that man 
was created to rule over the world including 
the animals. Many people interpret the 
Bible as giving humans the right to breed, 
kill and eat animals in order to stay alive. 

The second is that animals are not there 
for humans to eat, wear, experiment on, 
use for entertainment, or abuse in any other 
way. 

It is of course, in no way, the Board’s 
intention to prescribe neither ethics nor 
morality to its residents. That said, it is 
important that its policies and rules reflect 
intent of ethical conduct.  

Most dictionaries define pets as 
domesticated or tamed animals that are 
kept primarily for a person’s company or 
protection and cared for affectionately, as 
opposed to working animals, sport animals, 
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livestock, and laboratory animals which are 
kept primarily for performance, agricultural 
value, or research.  

For thousands of years slavery was 
considered an ethical business even morally 
condoned in the scriptures. Today, slavery is 
outlawed in every country in the world. It is 
universally considered ethically 
inconceivable and morally reprehensible. It 
took thousands of years for humans to 
change their behaviour towards enslaving 
their own species. One wonders when (if 
ever) they would change their behaviour 
towards enslaving other species. 

It has become an international pastime 
and a multibillion dollar business industry to 
domesticate animals. Despite peoples’ 
efforts to reason to the contrary many 
animals are breaded and kept in captivity 
purely for the selfish desire of humans to 
possess animals and receive love from 
them. At present, more than 800 million 
dogs and cats worldwide are being kept in 
captivity as “pets” and this overpopulation 
crisis has led to thousands of unwanted 
animals being destroyed annually as 
“surplus”.  

The selfish desire of humans have 
causes immeasurable suffering to animals, 
which results from manipulating their 
breeding, selling or giving them away 
casually, and depriving them of the 
opportunity to engage in their natural 
behaviour. They are restricted to human 
homes, where they must obey commands 
and can only eat, drink, and even urinate 
when humans allow them to. Because 
domesticated animals retain many of their 
basic instincts and drives but are not able to 
survive on their own in the wild, dogs, cats, 
or birds, whose strongest desire is to be 
free, must be confined to houses, yards, or 
cages for their own safety.  

Domesticated animals not living in 
captivity have a very low life expectancy. 
Although the lifespan of feral cats is hard to 
determine accurately, one study reported 
a median age of 4.7 years, with a range 
between 0 and 8.3 years, 1  while another 
paper referenced a mean life span of 2 to 8 
years. By contrast, in captivity, an average 
life expectancy for male indoor cats at birth 
is 12 to 14 years, with females usually living 
a year or two longer. 

Ashamedly, the situation for captive 
domestic animals is often shocking. Millions 
of dogs spend their lives outdoors on heavy 
chains in all weather extremes or are kept 
locked up in tiny chain-link pens from which 
they can only watch the world go by. 
Millions more are confined to filthy wire 
cages in puppy mills, forced to churn out 
litter after litter until they wear out, at 
which time they are killed or dumped at the 
local animal shelter. Even in “good” homes, 
cats must relieve themselves in dirty litter 
boxes and often have the tips of their toes 
amputated through declawing2. 

Most compassionate people never 
imagine that thousands of cats and dogs get 
blown up with firecrackers, doused in 
gasoline and set on fire, cooked in 
microwave ovens, used as bait in dogfights, 
tortured in satanic rituals, beaten with 
baseball bats by bored kids, dragged behind 
cars to “teach them a lesson” for running 
away, or bound in duct tape to silence their 
barking. Abuses such as these occur every 

day. 

Perhaps the biggest issue is the multi-
billion dollar pet industry that flourishes 
under its “care for animals” slogan. Millions 
of jobs are created worldwide through 
breeders, pet shops, pet food 
manufacturers and pet accessories. An 
estimated $55.53 billion3 was spent on pets 
during 2013 in the U.S. alone, up from $17 
billion in 1994. See Table 1. 

And it doesn’t help to reason that the 
suffering is an unintended consequence of 
good intentions. Clearly, what is necessary 
is to reduce suffering in the world is to 
reduce the population of dogs and cats 
through spaying and neutering and for 
people to adopt animals from pounds or 

 

FIGURE 1: ECOLOGICAL PAW- PRINT 
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animal shelters and not from pet shops or 
breeders. 

 

TABLE 1: ESTIMATED BREAKDOWN OF EXPENDITURE ON PETS 

IN THE USA 

Food 
Supplies/OTC Medicine 
Vet Care 
Live animal purchases 
Pet Services: grooming & 
boarding 

Total 

$21.26 billion 
$13.21 billion 
$14.21 billion 

$2.31 billion 
$4.54 billion 

 

$55.53 billion 
American Pet Products Association (APPA) 
www.americanpetproducts.org 

 

The pets “machine” appears 
unstoppable and society has clearly become 
obsessed with pets. They even refer to 
keeping a domesticated animal hostage as a 
basic right.  

Ethically then, the HOA is incumbent to 
prevent cruelty to all animals. As such, the 
estate’s rules should reflect not only its 
concerns with the environment and its 
society but also through adequate physical 
treatment to the all animals, including the 
domesticated animals in its territory.  

However, by protecting the wild 
animals and birds in the estate, pets’ 
movements need to be restricted, which 
will inevitably lead to fencing, leashing and 
animals being kept indoors, which can be 
considered a condonement of unethical and 
improper physical treatment of animals. It 
seems that whichever way the pets issue 
will be addressed, it will have a negative 
impact on the ethical treatment of animals. 

A utopian society remains a long way 
off. However, the enlightenment of people 

will continue to reduce the tyranny and 
oppression of body and mind. Humans have 
already destroyed thousands of different 
animal, plant and fish species, but thanks to 
organizations like Greenpeace, the SPCA, 
and many others, we are slowly changing 
our attitude towards animals. 

 Keeping animals as pets is currently not 
illegal, nor is it likely become so soon, 
however, it is clear that humanity needs to 
change its behaviour towards the 
domesticating of animals. 

HUMANITARIAN MATTERS 

People who advocate keeping pets 
have valid humanitarian reasons for doing 
so.  

Pets can enhance your mood 

Whether you believe it or not, pets are 
a great way to improve your mood and 
temperament. Research has shown that 
people who suffer from various diseases 
have lesser chances of depression if they 
keep pets as compared to those who are 
suffering from similar diseases and don't 
keep pets. 

Help to control blood pressure 

Health experts agree that dog owners 
have less blood pressure and lower heart 
rates. This eventually reduces the need to 
take medicines and also helps reduce 
cholesterol and triglyceride levels. 

They can be a source of exercise 

Ever wanted someone who will 
accompany you for walks? Dogs can be 
great companions and will happily go out 
for walks, at times even urging you for a 
walk, when you're too tired, thereby 
keeping you active and fit. Other activities 
related to pets like feeding, bathing, playing 
and cleaning are also good ways to exercise. 

Pets are an antidote for loneliness 

No matter how low or lonely you keep, 
a pet will always be there for you. Whether 
you want to pour your heart out to them or 
tell them your secrets, you know it's all safe 

 

FIGURE 2: MAN'S BEST FRIENDS 
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with them! Pets give you unconditional love 
and are always faithful. 

Pets are an effective stress reducer 

Stressed out? Pets are known to reduce 
stress and anxiety levels. Experts say that 
people can get relieve from stress and 
depression, if they spend time with their 
pets. 

Pets make us live longer 

Several studies have revealed that 
people who tend to spend their time with 
pets are more likely to live longer than 
people who don't. 

They assist with our social skills 

Want to improve your social skills? It is 
said that people who keep pets are said to 
be good in their social relations. Kids who 
grow up with pets at home are always 
respectful towards living things. 

They help with our safety and 
security 

Having a dog at home is especially good 
because they also double up as caretakers. 
No burglar alarm can be better than a dog 
at home. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
MATTERS 

Humans are destroying the natural 
environment through overfishing the 
planet’s oceans and rivers; through their 
continuous use of fossil fuels; through their 
increased consumption of red meat, and 
through overpopulation in general. Blaming 
pets for destroying the environment is 
almost ludicrous. 

Realistically, we can regard the keeping 
of pets simply as one of humans’ general 
needs like transport and shelter, and both 
of which have already caused more harm to 
the Nature Estate’s natural environment 
than pets ever will. Nothing has disturbed or 
even destroyed the natural environment on 
the island more than us building our houses 
there and driving our cars onto it.  

But that is not really the point, is it? We 
cannot simply argue that something is right 
because something else is also wrong. Both 
issues need to be addressed in the best and 
most effective manner.  

How bad do pets actually affect the 
natural environment?  

Although there are a plethora of studies 
available on the internet of cats and dogs in 
other countries almost no South African 
studies on the subject are available in spite 
of the fact that all local National Parks 
prohibiting pets.   

 

An interesting study recently showed 
how feeding and caring for 800 million pets 
hurts Mother Nature with some startling 
statistics. New Zealanders Robert and 
Brenda Vale revealed in their recent book, 
"Time to Eat the Dog: The Real Guide to 
Sustainable Living” some pretty bad news 
for animal-lovers: pets are bad for the 
planet. They consume vast amounts of 
precious resources; produce mountains of 
noxious waste4, and they can be a disaster 
for wildlife. According to their studies 
“man's best friend” could be one of the 
environment's worst enemies. The carbon 
paw print of a pet dog is more than double 
that of a gas-guzzling sports utility vehicle. 

Though they seem so natural in our 
homes, cats and dogs are natural predators 
too. Most will attack birds, lizards and 
smaller mammals when given the chance, 
and scientists have demonstrated how their 

 

FIGURE 3: WORSE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT THAN A 4X4? 
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explosive populations can upset 
ecosystems. 

The scourge of domestic cats has been 
thrown into the spotlight recently. A 
campaign in New Zealand is pushing to get 
rid of cats, or at least keep them confined 
indoors, where they can't prey on kiwis and 
other native birds. And recent study 
attached some staggering figures to cats' 
carnage in the United States: it found that 
the felines kill between 1.4 billion and 3.7 
billion birds and between 6.9 billion and 
20.7 billion small mammals, such as 
meadow voles and chipmunks, each year. 

But defensive cat lovers should rest 
assured- a new study from researchers at 
the University of Oxford reminds us that 
domestic dogs are also killers and disease-
spreaders that can pose conservation 
problems when they're allowed to roam 
free outdoors. 

Generalizing the ecological impact of 
the world's estimated 700 million domestic 

dogs can be tricky since they are treated 
very differently across cultures. While some 
are kept in handbags, others get chained 
outside or left to stray. In any case, 
researchers say that free-roaming dogs 
(ones without an owner or otherwise left to 
run free) are thought to account for about 
75 percent of the global dog population, 
and their interactions with other animals 
can be problematic.  

Oxford researchers Joelene Hughes and 
David W. Macdonald reviewed 69 studies 
on canine-wildlife relations in rural areas. 
All but three of these articles found that 

dogs had a negative impact, mostly due to 
predation. 

Free-roaming dogs can especially cause 
harm on islands, where ecosystems tend to 
be vulnerable in the face of non-native 
predators like dogs. For instance, in the late 
1980s, researchers found that a single 
German shepherd on the loose in New 
Zealand's Waitangi State Forest was 
responsible for killing up to 500 kiwis. 

Studies undertaken on cats in Israel 5 
and Cape Town6 reflect similar sentiments.   

The well-known businessman and 
philanthropist, Gareth Morgan 7 , 
recently launched a public campaign to 
reduce the impact of cats on native wildlife. 
He is advocating for responsible cat 
ownership and is encouraging people to 
consider not replacing pet cats when they 
die. 

The researchers note that much of the 
scientific literature on the problems posed 
by dogs focuses not on conservation issues, 
but health risks to humans. While canine 
rabies has been eradicated in the United 
States, dogs are responsible for nearly all of 
the 55,000 rabies deaths that occur 
worldwide, mostly in Asia and Africa. And 
rabies can disrupt wildlife too since dogs 
have been blamed for spreading the disease 
among several other animal species in 
Africa, including the extremely rare 
Ethiopian wolf. 

The research of Hughes and Macdonald 
detailed in the journal Biological 
Conservation8 stated: 

"Despite the increasing recognition of 
the potential problem dogs may create 
for wildlife, few solutions to 
conservation issues were offered by the 
literature reviewed, particularly to non-
disease related problems. Local people 
and authorities may be reluctant to 
undertake dog population management 
or control because of the close nature of 
dog-human relationships, aversion to 
the methods that may be used to remove 
dogs, lack of adequate alternative care 
options, and perceived prohibitive costs 
of action." 

-which effectively sums up our 
reluctance to take action! 

FIGURE 4: NOT BIRD'S BEST FRIEND 
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THE PETS 
SUBCOMMITTEE 

Maintaining a balanced view on the 
subject of domesticated animals on the 
nature estate and the emotion surrounding 
the matter was the difficult task of the 
subcommittee, which was even 
compounded by their different and 
sometimes opposing views.  

The five members of the subcommittee 
are: 

 

1 Levy JK, Gale DW, Gale LA, JK 

(2003). "Evaluation of the effect of a long-

term trap-neuter-return and adoption 

program on a free-roaming cat 

population" (PDF). J. Am. Vet. Med. 

Assoc. 222 (1): 42–6. 
2 People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals 

(PETA), www.peta.org/ 

3  American Pet Product Association (APPA), 
www.americanpetproducts.org/ 

4 Sharps, Linda (17 December 2013). "Carbon 

Paw Prints: Are House Pets Worse for the 

Environment Than SUVs?" Take 

Part (Participant Media). Retrieved 17 

December 2013 

1. Dr Theuns Otto (Chair) 

2. Mr Wille du Plooy  

3. Mr Ben maritz 

4. Mr Piet du Preez 

5. Mrs Helet Claassens 

 

Their draft report reflects a cautious 
approach. Most telling was the fact that, on 
a trial basis, small dogs will be allowed 
under very strict conditions, while cats are 
totally banned. The full report can be seen 
in Chapter 3.   

 

5 Inbal Brickel (February 2003) – “The input of 
domestic cat (Felis catus) on wild life welfare 
and conservation” 
www.tau.ac.il/lifesci/zoology/members/yom-
tov/inbal/cats.pdf 

6 John Yeld – “Moggies making a meal of Cape 
Town’s wildlife”. www.iol.co.za/news/south-
africa/moggies-making-a-meal-of-cape-town-s-
wildlife-1.482093#.UuYn-NJBu00 
7 http://garethsworld.com/catstogo/ 
8 Joelene Hughes and David W. Macdonald, A 

review of the interactions between free-

roaming domestic dogs and wildlife, 

Biological Conservation , January 2013, 

Vol.157, Pages 341–351 

                                                                 

http://www.peta.org/
http://www.americanpetproducts.org/
http://www.tau.ac.il/lifesci/zoology/members/yom-tov/inbal/cats.pdf
http://www.tau.ac.il/lifesci/zoology/members/yom-tov/inbal/cats.pdf
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/moggies-making-a-meal-of-cape-town-s-wildlife-1.482093#.UuYn-NJBu00
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/moggies-making-a-meal-of-cape-town-s-wildlife-1.482093#.UuYn-NJBu00
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/moggies-making-a-meal-of-cape-town-s-wildlife-1.482093#.UuYn-NJBu00
http://garethsworld.com/catstogo/
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 Understanding the community’s cultural 

needs and the estate’s environmental 

concerns 

he most appropriate way to 
develop a policy for keeping 
domesticated animals on the 
Vaal de Gráce Nature Estate is to 
understand the cultural needs of 

the island’s community, while focussing on 
the intended developmental objectives of 
the island estate. 

POLICY PRINCIPLES 

No-one can dispute the fact that the 
Estate was developed to offer its residents 
a share in a unique piece of private 
property on an island in the middle of the 
Vaal River. This low-density residential 
development is also far enough removed 
from the nearest town not to be considered 
a suburb. Wide eco areas are maintained 
and strict environmental rules are in place 
to constantly remind residents about its 
exclusiveness and its connection with the 
natural environment.  

      

Great care is being taken to protect the 
natural plants and trees and residents have 

a special protective relationship with the 
wild animals on the estate. 

To reduce noise, home alarms must to 
be silent and strict rules exist regarding 
building construction times. 

Safety of the animals and residents are 
paramount and vehicle speeds are severely 
restricted. Street lights are placed at a very 
low level to prevent disturbing birds and 
animals at night, while the roads were 
paved with paving blocks instead of tar to 
be animal friendly. 

Open fires are restricted to “braaivleis” 
only and feeding of animals is strictly 
prohibited. Many other rules regulate and 
protect the natural environment on the 
island and are specifically designed to 
ensure a peaceful habitat for both humans 
and animals. 

It is, therefore, understandable that 
anything that could jeopardise the status 
quo is viewed with deep distrust; hence the 
vigorous opposition to some of the 
residents’ insistence to keep pets on the 
Estate. 

The policy principles for the 
development of a “pets” policy are clear: 

1. Maintaining and protecting the natural 
environment on the estate is foremost. 

2. Ensuring a tranquil environment to the 
residents is a primary concern. That is, 
low noise and nuisance value from 
residents, their pets and visitors. 

3. Maintaining the safety and security of 
residents from criminals and predators 
(including pets) is very important. 
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4. Despite the nuisance value of other 
people’s pets, residents are willing to 
tolerate it, but only under strict rules. 
That means that rules should not only be 
strictly enforced but also be strict in 
itself.  

5. Cost effective measures are essential 
for the implementation of rules and 
procedures for keeping pets on the 
Estate. 

COMMUNITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

Which pets are relevant? 

The keeping of wild animals as domestic 
pets is a complex issues, as well as 
dangerous. Despite humans having 
collected wild animals as far back as almost 
4000 BC, it is not recommended to keep 
wild animals as pets, even if they were 
captive bred and/or hand reared. Wild 
animals should only enter captivity as part 
of a coordinated conservation programme.  

Some of the most popular wild animals 
being kept as pets include venomous 
snakes, monkeys, bears, large cats and 
crocodiles. Wild animals are strictly 
regulated in this country and will also not be 
considered or allowed as pets on the Nature 
Estate. 

The present situation 

The Nature Estate consists of 78 erven 
of which nine still belong to the developer. 
30 houses have been built and there are 16 
permanent residents on the estate. As far as 
we know there are only 3 cats and 3 dogs on 
the estate, all of which belong to 4 different 
residents. Everything considered, most 
outsiders would consider that the extent of 
the “pets issue” is not worth the effort 
being put into regulating it.  

To date, the estate has witnessed some 
of the following pets being brought onto the 
island: 

 large dogs 

 small dogs 

 birds and  

 fish in fish tanks 

Complaints received to date were 
mostly about roaming cats; dogs barking; 
dogs chasing pedestrians and cyclists, and 
caged parrots making a racket.  

Several requests have been lodged for 
keeping small dogs and cats. Therefore, it is 
assumed that the need for keeping other 
animals as pets on the estate is limited. No 
requests have ever been received for 
keeping an exotic animal as a pet. 

RISKS 

Risk is defined as the probability of a 
certain negative action occurring and the 
impact it would have. The subcommittee 
had to take several risks into consideration 
with the current regulations on pets, 
namely: 

1. Legal risks: The care of animals in South 
Africa is regulated by two Acts, namely: 

a. The Animals Protection Act, 1962 
(Act 71 of 1962) and  

b. The Performing Animals Protection 
Act, 1935 (Act 24 of 1935).  

c. A third Act, the Societies for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
Act (Act No. 169 of 1993) governs 
the organization and management 
of animal welfare associations. 

d. Municipal Bylaws  

The implications of injuries, noise, and 
messing in general, are common legal 
risks to consider, but it is perhaps a more 

FIGURE 6: THE LAW 
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domestic legal matter that deserves 
attention.  

The “pro-pet” lobby group in 
conjunction with their support on the 
Board utilised the minimum 10% 
representation “loophole” in the MOI to 
get what they wanted. Many of “anti-
pet” people on the estate feel aggrieved 
about the methods they’ve employed to 
steamroller the matter in their favour. 
Not only have they lost their right to a 
“pet less” residential area (and without 
compensation), they also feel that it was 
done in a most disrespectful manner. 
More than 10% of the land owners feel 
this way. A backlash is, therefore, a real 
risk.   

2. Environmental risks: As outlined in 
CHAPTER 1- these risks are real and 
need strict rules and monitoring. 

3. Negative public opinion: It is unclear to 
what extent (if negative at all) public 
opinion would be influenced by the 
contradictory actions of allowing pets on 
nature conservation areas. It is expected 
that taking firm, decisive and informed 
action should negate much of the 
negative perceptions of the estate. 

4. Property value depreciation: Estate 
agents could not give any direction in 
this regard and it therefore remains an 
unknown factor. 

5. Health risks: The transferring of diseases 
like rabies to both wild animals and 
humans is a real risk and requires 
inoculation regulation and regular 
monitoring. 

6. Negative financial implications for the 
HOA: It is common knowledge that a 
previous case ended in the Supreme 
Court with very high costs involved. A 
similar incident must be avoided. 

7. Type of pets allowed: Large dogs, cats, 
exotic and wild animals as pets were 
considered either too cumbersome or 
too dangerous to consider at this stage. 

8. Lack of experience: The management 
and administrative process will be a new 
function for the HOA. As such a cautious 
approach was considered the most 
appropriate.    

LEVEL OF SERVICE  

In order to prevent any misconception, 
or create unrealistic expectations, it is 
considered important to state, up-front, the 
level of service expected from the HOA.  

Financial 

The HOA must provide, not only rules to 
manage the presence of pets on the estate, 
but also to administer and police the 
matter. And, of course, that finances should 
be made available for it. 

Pets will have to be registered annually 
and additional finances will have to be 
generated for these functions. As such it 
seems only fair that pet owners provide the 
finance through, for example, licence fees. 

Medical care 

The LOA has no intention or interest in 
providing any medical care or veterinarian 
service for pets. Pet owners will, therefore, 
have to source this service elsewhere.  

Administrative 

The subcommittee has recommended 
that pet decisions should be taken at Board 
level, which implies that applications, 
complaints and pet related matters can only 
be considered once a month at Board 
meetings.  

 Special inspection official(s) will have to 
inspect pet facilities, while registering pets 
can only be done on weekdays during office 
hours. 
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Rules and requirements for the keeping 

and controlling of pets 

1. DEFINITIONS /  CATEGORIES 

The only animals to be considered are: 
one dog/resident (owner or tenant),            2 
caged birds (only budgies and canaries), 
aquarium fish, and creatures normally 
maintained in a terrarium or aquarium, 
subject to the Declaration, Bylaws, Rules, 
Regulations and Resolutions of the 
Landowners Association NPC ( Keeping and 
Controlling of Pets/2013 ) . 

 

2. REGISTRATION OF PETS 

 All pets must be registered with the 
TILOA office before brought onto the 
premises.  Pets of guests will not be 
allowed.  Requirements for registration: 

 Documentation regarding inoculation  - 

dogs 

 Documentation regarding sterilisation  - 

dogs 

 Weight of dog 

 Picture  

 Only dogs grouped under “ Small Breed 

Dog” may be considered 

 Upon registration an annual licensing 

fee of R600 to be paid 

 Registration will be valid for 12 months 

with annual application to renew 

registration. 

 The decision of TILOA management 
will be final. 

 

3. GENERAL PET RULES  

 

3.1 Only one dog will be permitted per 

household 

3.2 Only “Small Breed” dogs may be kept: 

 

Any dog listed, may be excluded by 
management eg German Hunting dog,   
Staffordshire Bullterrier.  This decision is 
made solely by Management after 
reviewing each application 

 

3.3 The set dog shall be sterilised prior to 

being housed on the Estate or at age 

as recommended by a registered 

veterinary surgeon. 

3.4 The said dog shall be inoculated 

annually against Rabies, Distemper, 

Hepatitis, Para-influenza, Parvo and 

other inoculations as may be required 

by a registered veterinary surgeon. 

Proof of such shall be submitted to the 

TILOA office 

3.5 No dog shall be left unaccompanied 

for prolonged periods. Owners shall 

remove the dog from the Estate when 

they are absent from home for periods 

in excess of 12 hours. 

3.6 Pets must be carried, or on a leash and 

attended by a responsible person 

when leaving the property.  

3.7 The owner of a dog shall install or have 

installed a practical “enclosed area” 

such that the dog may be outside in 

 

 
CHAPTER 

3  
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close proximity to the house for 

periods to attend to natural functions. 

This mode/device may not in any way 

impede on or obstruct, or be harmful 

to the natural fauna on the reserve. 

The Management must be informed 

and should inspect said measure(s) to 

verify that measures in place are 

meeting with the requirements as set 

out above. 

3.8 Any waste deposited by the owner’s 

dog on any Common Area or upon any 

erf, shall be immediately removed by 

the owner/ attendant of the dog and 

properly disposed of. 

3.9 No dog may be leashed to any 

stationary objects on any common 

Area or Community facility and left 

unattended. 

3.10 Any accident that may happen on the 

Common Area, including the road, that 

may lead to injury or death of a 

household animal, shall not cause 

anyone in any way to be responsible. 

Thus there cannot be any claim for any 

form of guilt, compensation or 

replacement of the dog. 

3.11 No animal shall be permitted to cause 

or make noise within or outside 

buildings of sufficient volume or 

duration to become a nuisance. 

3.12 A pet owner and/ or Member shall be 

responsible for any damage to 

property, injury, or disturbance that 

their pet may cause or inflict. 

3.13 All animal bites and/or attacks should 

be reported to TILOA management 

immediately. 

3.14 Members are responsible for the 

appropriate and sanitary disposal of 

their dead animals.   

3.15 No member shall inflict or cause an act 

of cruelty to any animal on the Estate. 

3.16 At any reasonable time the manager or 

a representative of the Board may 

enter upon the premises to access any 

matter relating to a pet. 

 

4. PET NUISANCES 

 

The following shall be grounds for actions to 
be taken by management or to lodge a 
complaint: 

4.1 Pets not registered with TILOA office. 

4.2 Required documentation not 

updated/ presented to the TILOA 

office within the time frame provided 

in the request for such documentation 

by the Office. 

4.3 Pets running at large, unleashed or not 

carried. 

4.4 Causing or allowing any pet to molest, 

attack or otherwise interfere with the 

freedom of movement of any animal 

or person, to chase vehicles, to attack 

other pets or to create a disturbance in 

any way. 

4.5 Anyone concerned with a pet-related 

problem could discuss the matter with 

the owner in a courteous manner. 

4.6 Should attempts fail -or- should the 

aggrieved person wish not to get 

involved, he/she should submit a 

written and signed document to the 

Management. Such complaint should 

contain an explanation of the problem 

in as much detail as is necessary, with 

identification of the animal and owner 

involved, dates and times of incidents 

or disturbances, names and addresses 

of other residents who have observed 

the problem and, if applicable, a 

description of prior attempts taken,  if 

any, to solve the problem. 

4.7 Management will attend to the 

problem with a no-nonsense 

approach. 

4.8 Possible actions:   

4.8.1 If the problem can be attended to and 

rectified, a final written warning with 

regard to the particular problem will 

be issued. Upon another valid 

complaint of the same nature, the 

Management will instruct the owner 

of the pet to remove it from the Estate 

within 7 days from date of issue. 
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4.8.2 If the problem is of a serious nature 

and it does not seem reasonable to 

Management that the problem can be 

rectified, Management will instruct 

the owner of the pet to remove it from 

the Estate within 1 to 2 days from date 

of issue. 

Everyone needs to realise that the pet 
does not understand human rules, language 
and viewpoints. A well trained and homely 
pet should not be a nuisance to people or 
animals. This is the responsibility of the 
owner. 
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OOREENKOMS 

 

 

Ooreenkoms met eienaar / bewoner tov Troeteldiere 

Hiermee bevestig ek dat ek ten volle op hoogte is van die inhoud van die 
dokument  

AANHOU EN BEHEER VAN TROETELDIERE 

Ek onderneem om streng volgens hierdie voorskrifte te handel en met volle 
aanvaarding van die die stappe om enige onreëlmatigheid aan te spreek . 

Ek onderneem om my neer te lê by enige besluit van die Bestuur in hierdie 
verband. 

Volle naam : .................................................................................... 

Eiendomsadres : No ............................. 

 

Geteken te Parys op  ......  dag van ............................... 201... 

 

AGREEMENT 

 

 

Agreement with Owner / Occupier relating to Pets   

I hereby acknowledge full comprehension of the content of the document      

 

KEEPING AND CONTROLLING OF PETS 

I agree to act in strict agreement with total acceptance of the necessary steps 
to address any irregularity.  

I will act in agreement with any decision of the Management in this regard. 

Full names  : .................................................................................... 

Residential address : No ............................. 

 

Signed at Parys on  ......  day of ............................... 201... 


